Separation of Church & State
What the Founders Meant

In recent years, right-thinking Americans have been repeatedly shocked and perplexed by unimaginable random acts of violence. The numbers of mass shootings at schools, cafeterias, subways, postal facilities, and churches, and bombings at government and private office buildings have been almost mind-boggling. And who would have imagined that an unpopular court decision in California and a victorious basketball game in Illinois would each cause widespread rioting and looting with human casualties and massive property destruction?

Such events not only offend the sensibilities of normal citizens but they also serve as reminders of the unhappy fact that far too many among us no longer possess the time-honored qualities of civility and decency – far too many lack the internal restraints necessary to prevent explosive violent outbursts. Perhaps such tragic events may yet result in lasting good if they cause us to re-embrace the teachings and public policies that once produced the individual character and virtues necessary for a genuinely civilized society.

Significantly, numerous Founding Fathers and early statesmen asserted that religious faith was the most important source of those civil virtues. Among those holding this view were DECLARATION SIGNERS John Hancock,1 John Adams,2 Benjamin Rush,3 Thomas Jefferson,4 Robert Treat Paine,5 Charles Carroll,6 John Witherspoon,7 etc.; CONSTITUTION SIGNERS George Washington,8 Benjamin Franklin,9 James McHenry,10 Abraham Baldwin,11 Gouverneur Morris,12 William Paterson,13 etc.; FAMOUS STATESMEN Patrick Henry,14 Noah Webster,15 John Quincy Adams,16 Daniel Webster,17 etc.; and many, many others.

And religious faith not only produced America’s most important civil virtues but it was also a primary reason for the founding of America. As U. S. Supreme Court Chief Justice John Marshall affirmed:

One great object of the colonial charters was avowedly the propagation of the Christian faith.18

The same religious faith that founded America also guided her through her establishment as an independent nation. As John Adams acknowledged:

The general principles on which the fathers achieved independence were. . . . the general principles of Christianity.19

Leader after leader, from generation to generation, from the Framers to contemporary statesmen, reaffirmed this fact – such as when President Harry Truman openly avowed:

In this great country of ours has been demonstrated the fundamental unity of Christianity and democracy.20

The principles of faith were incorporated into our governing documents from the very beginning, and the positive results have been obvious. As French observer Alexis de Tocqueville reported in his famous work Democracy in America:
There is no country in the whole world in which the Christian religion retains a greater influence over the souls of men than in America – and there can be no greater proof of its utility, and of its conformity to human nature, than that its influence is most powerfully felt over the most enlightened and free nation of the earth.21

America truly has been blessed with a unique form of government. Its governing documents (the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the Bill of Rights) have brought this nation to a position unrivaled by any other over the past two centuries, and religious principles were a powerful influence in shaping each of those documents.

Yet, notwithstanding the positive influence of religious faith in forming America’s distinctive culture, it seems that the greatest influence today in sculpting the faith and values of American culture is the extraconstitutional phrase “separation of church and state.” Significantly, that now-popular phrase is found in none of our governing documents, despite the widespread modern belief to the contrary.

A conversation I once had with a U. S. Congressman (who is also an accomplished attorney) illustrates how deeply this non-constitutional phrase has been infused in our constitutional thinking. As we were discussing the importance of basic religious values and teachings to public behavior and society in general, he lamented, “We know these values are important; it’s unfortunate that we can’t do anything to promote them.”

Surprised, I queried, “Why not?”

He replied, “We just can’t.”

I persisted, “Why not?”

He answered, “Because of ‘separation of church and state.’”

I responded, “‘Separation of church and state’? What about it?”

He replied, “It’s in the Constitution – the Constitution won’t permit us to have religious values in public arenas.”

I returned, “That phrase is not in the Constitution!”

Forcefully he countered, “Yes it is!”

“No it’s not.”

“Yes it is.”

We went back and forth. I finally gave him a copy of the Constitution and asked, “Would you please find that phrase for me?”

He replied triumphantly, “I’d be happy to!” He immediately turned to the First Amendment, read it – and became very embarrassed. He said, “I can’t believe this! In law school they always taught us that’s what the First Amendment said!”

Amazed, I asked, “You’ve never read the Constitution for yourself?”

He replied, “We were never required to read it in law school!”

This conversation illustrates a common misconception. Many citizens believe that the phrase “separation of church and state” is language found in our governing documents; it is not. Concerning religion, the Constitution (specifically, the First Amendment to the Constitution) states only that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” The words “separation,” “church,” or “state” are not found in the First Amendment, the Constitution, or in any other official founding document.

Yet, even after learning that the phrase is not part of the Constitution, many citizens nevertheless persist: “Well, even though the words aren’t there, isn’t that what the First Amendment really means?
Wasn’t that the intent of those who framed that Amendment?” The answer to that question is, “No; that was not their intent” – at least not in the way that we have come to know separation of church and state today.

What evidence proves this? The Founders’ own writings as well as the official documents surrounding the framing of the First Amendment – documents such as the *Congressional Record*.

The *Congressional Record* (required by the Constitution in Art. 1, Sec. 5, ¶ 3) contains all the official words and acts that occur in congressional chambers. Those records therefore include the discussion of the ninety Founders in the first federal Congress who, from June 8 to September 25, 1789, framed the First Amendment. In those lengthy discussions that spanned months, the Founders repeatedly explained that they were seeking to prevent what they had experienced under Great Britain: the legal establishment by the national government of a single religious denomination in exclusion of all others (whether Catholic, Anglican, or any other). Very simply, their oft-repeated intent was that Congress could not officially establish any one denomination in America; or, in the wording proposed by James Madison, “nor shall any national religion be established.”

(Significantly, the word “religion” in the Founders’ First Amendment discussions was often used interchangeably with the word “denomination.” For example, the original version of the First Amendment introduced in the Senate on September 3, 1789, stated, “Congress shall not make any law establishing any religious denomination.” The second version stated, “Congress shall make no law establishing any particular denomination.” The third version was very similar, declaring, “Congress shall make no law establishing any particular denomination in preference to another.” The final version passed on that day declared, “Congress shall make no law establishing religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof.” Clearly, the word “religion” had been used interchangeably with “denomination” throughout their discussions, and this is why the First Amendment prohibited the national government from establishing any single “religion,” or denomination.)

When the First Amendment was finally approved, it contained two separate clauses on religion, each with an independent scope of action. The first clause (called the Establishment Clause) prohibited the federal government from establishing a single national denomination; the second clause (called the Free Exercise Clause) prohibited the federal government from interfering with the people’s public religious expressions and acknowledgments. Significantly, both clauses restricted the actions of the federal government; neither restricted the actions of citizens. Very simply, the Founding Fathers did not want a single federal denomination to rule America (“Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment of religion . . .”), but they did expect basic Biblical principles and values to be present throughout public life and society (“. . . nor prohibiting the free exercise thereof”).

Significantly, for over a century-and-a-half after the First Amendment was ratified, this was the only manner in which it was interpreted. Unfortunately, in recent decades activist courts have dramatically redefined the word “religion” in the First Amendment, giving it a definition found in no dictionary (except the Court’s own privately-written one). The result is that the First Amendment is now used to prohibit the very religious activities that the Founders themselves once encouraged under that same Amendment.

One clear example of this is provided by Fisher Ames, the Founding Father who offered the final wording for the House version of the First Amendment. Ames, like so many other Framers, was committed to maintaining sound education in America. In his watchfulness over education, he noticed that many new children’s books, filled with character fables and moral lessons, were being
introduced into the classroom. Ames did not object to the content of these new books, but he was alarmed that an unintended consequence would be that students would have less time to spend on the Bible. He therefore publicly urged:

Why then, if these [new] books for children must be retained – as they will be – should not the Bible regain the place it once held as a school book?  

Ames further noted that the Bible was the principal source of sound morals in America and therefore must never be separated from the classroom.

Clearly, the use of the Bible in public school classrooms did not violate Fisher Ames’ view of the First Amendment – and he was one of the Framers most responsible for the wording of that Amendment. Ironically, the Amendment he helped write now prohibits the very activities he once encouraged under that same Amendment.

Dr. Benjamin Rush provides another such example. Rush signed the Declaration of Independence, ratified the Constitution, and served in the presidential administrations of John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison. He was also one of America’s leading educators, helping found five schools and universities, three of which still exist today. In fact, he was the first Founder to call for free public schools under the Constitution, for which he may properly be titled “The Father of the Public Schools under the Constitution.”

In a famous 1791 educational policy paper, Rush offered numerous reasons why the Bible should never be taken out of American schools. He even warned:

In contemplating the political institutions of the United States, [if we remove the Bible from schools] I lament that we waste so much time and money in punishing crimes and take so little pains to prevent them.

Rush knew that if religious teachings were excluded from education, widespread misbehavior would result, and the increase in crime would become a national problem. Yet today the First Amendment now prohibits what it once protected: the inclusion of religious principles in public education.

Noah Webster provides additional corroboration of the Founders’ views on this subject. Webster today is primarily known only as an educator (his impact on education was so profound that he has been titled the “Schoolmaster to America”), yet he was also a Founding Father, serving as a soldier during the Revolution and a legislator and judge afterwards. He was one of the first Founders to call for the Constitutional Convention and was personally responsible for specific wording in the Constitution. In a textbook he authored for public schools, Webster told students:

All the miseries and evils which men suffer from vice, crime, ambition, injustice, oppression, slavery, and war, proceed from their despising or neglecting the precepts contained in the Bible.

Very simply, the Founders understood the numerous societal benefits produced by Biblical precepts and values and had no intention of expunging those principles from the public square. They even believed that American government would not function properly if separated from religious principles. As John Adams explained:

[W]e have no government armed with power capable of contending with human passions unbridled by morality and religion. . . . Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other.
Adams was one of only two Founders to sign the Bill of Rights (and thus the First Amendment), and as a constitutional expert, he forcefully pronounced that our Constitution would not function properly if separated from religious values and standards. Yet, contemporary courts now use the document that bears his signature to prohibit what he encouraged under that same document.

Significantly, subsequent generations retained the Framers’ beliefs about the importance of Biblical principles in maintaining a civilized society. For example, Robert Winthrop, a Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives in the 1840s, repeated what he had learned from the Framers, explaining:

Men, in a word, must necessarily be controlled either by a power within them or by a power without them, either by the Word of God or by the strong arm of man, either by the Bible or by the bayonet.32

(There are similar authoritative declarations from numerous other Framers and early statesmen.)

Given the Founders’ unequivocal position on the necessity of including religious principles and expressions throughout the public arena, is it reasonable to believe that they would create an Amendment whose alleged purpose was to prohibit what they so cherished and advocated? Certainly not! To the contrary, not only did the Founders never intend that the First Amendment be a vehicle to separate religious principles from public affairs but they believed that through its Free Exercise clause they had protected these principles and kept them in the public square.

One of the clearest affirmations of the Framer’s commitment to retaining religious principles in official arenas came from President George Washington, who presided over the formation of both the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In his famous “Farewell Address,”[†] Washington reminded Americans that religious teachings and values must never be removed from politics and public policy, declaring:

Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable [inseparable] supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism, who should labor to subvert these great pillars of human happiness – these firmest props of the duties of men and citizens. The mere politician, equally with the pious man, ought to respect and to cherish them.33 (emphasis added)

Notice that Washington even asserted that if anyone tried to separate religion and morality from public life and policy, he could not be called a patriot! Washington was not finished, however; he next warned Americans to reject the proposition that morality could be preserved apart from religion:

[L]et us with caution indulge the supposition that morality can be maintained without religion. Whatever may be conceded to the influence of refined education . . . reason and experience both forbid us to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principle.34

Washington, understanding that religion was the basis of morality and that there was no secure basis for a free government apart from religion, therefore insightfully queried:

Let it simply be asked, Where is the security for property, for reputation, for life, if the sense of religious obligation desert the oaths which are the instruments of investigation in courts of justice?35

Washington warned that if religious principles were separated from public institutions such as our
courts of justice, then citizens would no longer have a secure basis for property, life, or freedom.

Clearly, the writings not only of George Washington but also of John Adams, Benjamin Rush, Fisher Ames, John Marshall, Noah Webster, James Madison, and many other prominent Founders make clear that they did not embrace the secular “separation” philosophy imposed on America today, and supposedly imposed under the authority of the Constitution they wrote.

Yet, if the phrase “separation of church and state” appears in no official founding document, then what is the source of that phrase? And how did it become so closely associated with the First Amendment?

On October 7, 1801, the Danbury Baptist Association of Danbury, Connecticut, sent a letter to President Thomas Jefferson expressing their concern that protection for religion had been written into the laws and constitutions. Believing strongly that freedom of religion was an inalienable right given by God, the fact that it appeared in civil documents suggested that the government viewed it as a government-granted rather than a God-granted right. Apprehensive that the government might someday wrongly believe that it did have the power to regulate public religious activities, the Danbury Baptists communicated their anxiety to President Jefferson.36

On January 1, 1802, Jefferson responded to their letter. He understood their concerns and agreed with them that man accounted only to God and not to government for his faith and religious practice. Jefferson emphasized to the Danbury Baptists that none of man’s natural (i.e., inalienable) rights – including the right to exercise one’s faith publicly – would ever place him in a situation where the government would interfere with his religious expressions.37 He assured them that because of the wall of separation, they need not fear government interference with religious expressions:

Believing with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between man and his God, . . .
I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole American people which declared that their legislature should “make no law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,” thus building a wall of separation between Church and State.38

In his letter, Jefferson made clear that the “wall of separation” was erected not to limit public religious expressions but rather to provide security against governmental interference with those expressions, whether private or public. (On numerous other occasions, Jefferson repeatedly affirmed that the sole purpose of the First Amendment was to ensure that the federal government could not interfere with public religious expressions.39)

Later courts occasionally cited Jefferson’s “separation” letter in their rulings. For example, in the 1878 case Reynolds v. United States, the Supreme Court quoted heavily from Jefferson’s letter, noting with approbation Jefferson’s view that the federal government was not to interfere with religious expressions or values, except in a very narrow category. After summarizing Jefferson’s letter, the Court concluded:

[T]he rightful purposes of civil government are for its officers to interfere [with religion only] when its principles break out into overt acts against peace and good order. In th[is] . . . is found the true distinction between what properly belongs to the Church and what to the State. . . . Congress was deprived of all legislative power over mere [religious] opinion, but was left free to reach [religious] actions which were in violation of social duties or subversive of good order.40

Since the federal government was only to inhibit religious expressions that were “subversive of
good order” or “broke out into overt acts against peace and good order,” that Court (and other courts, including in Commonwealth v. Nesbit and Lindenmuller v. The People) provided examples of the types of “religious” acts into which the government did have legitimate reason to intrude – acts such as human sacrifice, concubinage, incest, polygamy, injury to children, etc. But in traditional religious practices (whether public prayer, the use of the Scriptures, etc.), the government was never to interfere. This was the clearly understood meaning of Jefferson’s “separation” letter and the manner in which it was applied for a century-and-a-half.

However, a reversal occurred in 1947 in Everson v. Board of Education, when the Supreme Court for the first time interpreted the “separation” phrase as requiring the federal government to remove religious expressions from the public arena – that is, it interpreted the First Amendment not as a limitation on government interference but rather as a limitation on religious expressions and principles. That Court, unlike previous ones, did not reprint Jefferson’s letter (a very short letter) but cited only eight words from the letter (“a wall of separation between church and state”). Furthermore, the Court did not give the context of the phrase, or Jefferson’s numerous other statements on the subject; in fact, it did not even mention that previous Supreme Courts had used Jefferson’s letter to preserve religious principles in public society rather than remove them. In short, that 1947 Court was the first to divorce Jefferson’s metaphor from its context and then apply it in a manner exactly opposite to Jefferson’s clearly articulated intent.

Fifteen years after redefining Jefferson’s phrase, in the 1962 decision Engel v. Vitale, the Court began redefining individual words within that phrase. For example, the Court determined that “church” would no longer mean a federal denomination (as had been its meaning for the previous two centuries) but that “church” would now mean a public religious activity. Therefore, “separation of church and state” no longer meant that the federal government (i.e., the “state”) could not establish a federal denomination (i.e., a “church”), but it now meant that public religious expressions (i.e., the new “church”) must be kept separate from the public square (i.e., the new “state”). This change in definition has resulted in one absurd ruling after another.

For example, in Stone v. Graham, the Supreme Court ruled that because of the new “separation of church and state” it was unconstitutional for a student at school to continue, even voluntarily, to see a copy of the Ten Commandments. The Court explained:

If the posted copies of the Ten Commandments are to have any effect at all, it will be to induce the schoolchildren to read, meditate upon, perhaps to venerate and obey the Commandments... [T]his... is not a permissible... objective.

According to the Court, if students – even voluntarily – were to look at a copy of the Ten Commandments, they might respect and even obey teachings such as “do not steal” and “do not kill”; that would be unconstitutional. This bizarre logic is reflective of far too many of the Court’s religion decisions handed down since 1962 – including its 1963 Abington v. Schempp decision. In that case, the Court reversed more than two centuries of precedent (including its own previous rulings), ordering that the Bible and its teachings no longer be permitted in public education. Why? According to the Court:

If portions of the New Testament were read without explanation, they could be and... had been psychologically harmful to the child [student].

What an amazing pronouncement: the Scriptures can cause psychological damage – that is, exposing students to Biblical teachings (such as the Golden Rule, the Beatitudes, and the Good...
Samaritan) can cause lasting brain damage!

The Founding Fathers had specifically forewarned of the adverse effects of excluding religious influences from the public arena. (Recall Declaration signer Benjamin Rush, Bill of Rights signer John Adams, and Speaker of the House Robert Winthrop had specifically warned that if the public teaching of the Bible were restricted, crime and violent behavior would escalate.) It is therefore not surprising that there have been measurable societal changes in the wake of the Court’s rulings.

For example, following the Court’s 1962-1963 decisions to exclude basic religious teachings from students, violent crime increased 700 percent, with metal detectors and uniformed police officers becoming a normal part of the student educational experience. In fact, crime so exploded among junior high students that the federal government began separate tracking of murders, assaults, and rapes committed by students ages 10-14 (significantly, none of these categories of statistics existed before the Court’s decisions – that is, these crimes occurred so infrequently that separate monitoring of these problems was unnecessary). Yet, despite these alarming trends and burgeoning increases in violent crime among students, they still cannot be permitted to see things such as “don’t steal” or “don’t kill” – or even teachings such as the Golden Rule or the Good Samaritan – for they might obey those teachings, and that would not only be unconstitutional but it also might cause them psychological harm!

The incongruity of this public policy became apparent to Colorado’s State Board of Education following the frightful school shootings at Columbine. After serious introspection in the wake of that tragedy, the Board issued a letter openly acknowledging:

As we seek the way behind this infamous event, we must find answers beyond the easy and obvious. How weapons become used for outlaw purposes is assuredly a relevant issue, yet our society’s real problem is how human behavior sinks to utter and depraved indifference to the sanctity of life. As our country promotes academic literacy, we must promote moral literacy as well. . . . Our tragedy is but the latest – albeit the most terrifying and costly – of a steadily escalating series of schoolhouse horrors that have swept across the nation. The senseless brutality of these calamities clearly reveals that a dangerous subculture of amoral violence has taken hold among many of our youth. . . . [W]e must remember, respect, and unashamedly take pride in the fact that our schools, like our country, found their origin and draw their strength from the faith-based morality that is at the heart of our national character. Today our schools have become so fearful of affirming one religion or one value over another that they have banished them all. In doing so they have abdicated their historic role in the moral formation of youth and thereby alienated themselves from our people’s deep spiritual sensibilities. To leave this disconnection between society and its schools unaddressed is an open invitation to further divisiveness and decline. For the sake of our children, who are so dependent upon a consistent and unified message from the adult world, we must solve these dilemmas. . . . Perhaps across the ages we can hear the timeless words of Abraham Lincoln, and, applying them to our own circumstance, renew his pledge “that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain; that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom.” With history as our judge, let us go forward together with a strong and active faith.

The letter from the Colorado State Board of Education is simply recognizing the wisdom of the federal law signed by President George Washington on August 7, 1789, stipulating that schools and education systems were indeed the proper means to encourage the “religion, morality, and
knowledge” so “necessary to good government and the happiness of mankind.”

Another aspect of behavior directly impacted by the removal of religious principles was morality. Recall that both George Washington and Fisher Ames had warned that neither national morality in general nor student morality in particular could be maintained apart from religious principles. Statistics now verify the accuracy of their warnings.

For example, following the 1962-1963 court-ordered removal of religious principles from students, teenage pregnancies immediately soared over 700 percent, with the United States recording the highest teen pregnancy rates in the industrialized world. Similarly, sexual activity among fifteen year-olds skyrocketed, and sexually transmitted diseases among students ascended to previously unrecorded levels. In fact, virtually every moral measurement kept by federal cabinet-level agencies reflects the same statistical pattern: the removal of religious principles from the public sphere was accompanied by a corresponding decline in public morality.

To help combat the escalating teen pregnancy rates, some schools began to teach abstinence; but opponents of that teaching claimed that pre-marital sexual abstinence was a “religious” teaching and that it thus violated “separation of church and state.” They therefore filed suit in court, where judges agreed with their view and disallowed the teaching of abstinence. The sex education curriculum utilized by the opponents is described as “comprehensive sex-education” and takes an approach in which no morals – no “rights” or “wrongs” – are presented. Instead, students are told all the various possibilities of what can be done sexually in cultures around the world and then encouraged to make their own choices, no matter how extreme or abhorrent (or even illegal under American laws) those sexual behaviors may be. In essence, students are told: “It’s your sexual life – live it as you choose! Do not let anyone tell you what is right or wrong. Do what is sexually pleasurable for you.”

With such teachings, it certainly is not surprising that teen pregnancy rates soared – as did the massive economic costs associated with teen mothers. What economic costs? According to recent statistics, eighty percent of teen mothers end up on welfare; half of all long-term welfare recipients started their families as teens; and teen mothers are much more likely to live below the poverty level. Consequently, over $9 billion dollars is spent annually through federal, state, and local welfare and poverty programs to address the economic costs of teen pregnancies.

In an attempt to reduce the extremely high teen pregnancy rate and the massive governmental spending that it generates, Congress passed the Adolescent Family Life Act, offering federal grant money to any group that would teach pre-marital sexual abstinence. Not surprisingly, that law, like the previous abstinence measures, was immediately challenged and taken to court, where the lower court held that abstinence was a religious teaching and thus could not be taught to students. That ruling was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, where logic seems to be reasserting itself: the Court reversed the lower court decision and held that even though abstinence was a religious teaching, it was nevertheless beneficial for students.

Following that ruling, nearly a dozen major “abstinence only” curriculums were placed in public schools (a number that is still increasing); furthermore, nearly two-dozen states have now passed laws mandating “abstinence only” teachings in schools. And just as the removal of religious moral teachings had a verifiable negative impact, so, too, did their reintroduction have a verifiable positive impact.

The reversal in teen pregnancy rates following the return of abstinence teaching is so marked that the teen pregnancy rate has reached its lowest point in three decades, and current studies report:
Among unmarried teenage girls ages 15 to 19, increased abstinence accounted for 67 percent of the decrease in the pregnancy rate. Similarly, a 51 percent drop in the birth rate for single teenage girls ages 15 to 19 is attributed to abstinence. . . . These findings are significant because they refute the previous – and widely accepted – claims that the decrease in birth and pregnancy rates is due primarily to the increased use and effectiveness of contraception, such as condoms.

Numerous other studies confirm similarly effective results, demonstrating that the inclusion of basic religious principles does indeed produce morality and self-control, exactly as predicted by George Washington, Fisher Ames, and many other Framers.

Other indications of positive emerging judicial trends are seen in recent Supreme Court rulings that now make it permissible to have evangelism, prayer, and Bible clubs on public school campuses; show films – in school facilities – that present family values from a religious perspective; and pay for some student religious publications with school funds. In fact, the Bible can even be taught as a for-credit course on public school campuses.

In another promising trend, the Supreme Court now upholds the right of states and local communities to ban nude dancing. (In recent years, courts have ruled that nude dancing was “free speech” or “free expression” and therefore could not be prohibited.) The Court has now held that nude dancing per se is not speech but rather is behavior and therefore can be regulated. In fact, the Court cited statistics to prove that in communities with nude dancing, the crime rates and sexual assault rates were higher than in communities without nude dancing, explaining that nude dancing “encourages prostitution, increases sexual assaults, and attracts other criminal activity.” The Court therefore held that it was not only permissible but even desirable to uphold certain moral standards, even though many may consider those standards to be religious (the Court calls this the Secondary-Effects Doctrine).

In yet another positive change, there is now a renewed interest in teaching accurate history in schools, even when specific aspects of that history are overtly religious. Consequently, nearly a dozen state legislatures have passed laws encouraging teachers to post in classrooms the writings of the Founding Fathers and the documents from our history that have strong religious content, but which have largely disappeared from textbooks (e.g., the Mayflower Compact of 1620, the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, George Washington’s “Farewell Address” of 1796, Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address of 1865, etc.). These new laws prohibit content-based censorship of American history due to the religious references found in those documents.

In conclusion, historically speaking, the “separation of church and state” was never intended to become a tool to secularize the public square; to the contrary, the Founding Fathers intended that Biblical principles be part of public society and believed that the “separation” doctrine would preserve those principles in the public arena rather than prohibit them. And statistically speaking, the inclusion of Biblical principles and values in societal programs produces positive measurable results. Therefore, citizens should not be intimidated from utilizing those principles or values, not only because they were constitutionally protected and are now being slowly reaffirmed by the courts, but especially because they work! America will be morally and culturally strong only to the degree that Biblical, religious and moral principles are incorporated throughout society and its institutions, so take courage and stand up for what has been proven to be successful!
For generations, students were taught that Washington’s “Farewell Address” was the most significant political speech ever delivered by an American President. That address was regularly printed as a separate school textbook and many states required that students be tested over the content of that Address. Unfortunately, Washington's Address is virtually unknown today and has not been seen in its entirety in most history textbooks for nearly five decades (the same period of time, incidentally, in which the secular “separation” doctrine has been so aggressively advanced). Why has this great Address now disappeared? Perhaps because of Washington’s unequivocal and overt endorsement of religion in the public arena.
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77. See, for example, the Kentucky Revised Statutes, §158.195; Arizona Revised Statutes, §15-717; Tennessee Code Annotated, §49-6-1011; West Virginia Code §18-5-41; Arkansas Code, §6-16-122; Indiana Code, §20-10.1-4-2.5; Louisiana (§RS 17:2117, and §RS 25:1281-1284); Utah (§53A-13-101.4); Minnesota (§120B.235); Mississippi (§37-13-163); North Carolina (§115C-81(g)); etc.
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